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PROPOSED ACOUSTIC AND OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM

Li FOR THE DEEP-DIVING SUBMARINE USS DOLPHIN (AGSS.-5~~)

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum is intended as a supplement to NEL Letter Report

No. 0811 ( see list of references, p. 28 ), which diacuseec’L a proposed

“Sonar Suit” and research program for the deep-diving submarine USS DOLPHIN

(AOSS- 555). The keel for this submarine has been laid and operations are

ti I estimated to start in the ~~~~~~~~ The DOLPHIN will operate to depths

of 4000_fee~~wlth a limited crew and pay làad. The characteristics are

described in reference 1. -

Somewhat more detailed programs are presented here for Pha se II,

Acoustic and Oceanographic Research. The best available estimates of

sizes, weights , and power requirement s are given for the several equipments

which are pr oposed for the programs. It is to be noted that acoustic and

- . J oceanogr aphic research go hand-in-hand and that the two parts of Phaee II

are a matter of relative empha sts. The fir st part, Acoustic Research,

requires supportin~’ oceanograp hic research; the second pa rt . Oceanographic

Research , will utilize some acoustic rnsthód a.

Each author estimated on the basis of hil specialized experience how

the AGSS-555 could be best used to serve U.S. Navy research in the per iod
__
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CONFIDENTIAL

estimated in reference 1 to start In March 1965. It is to be noted that

while this i~ a little more than two years distant, the weight. , volumes,

and power requ irem ent s are needed now . All of the committee member s have

cooperated in the final review of this Technical Memorandum.

Authors of the various sections were:

Acoustic Researc h Program: M. A. Ped er.á

Sea-Floor Research Pro gram : Dr. E. L. H nllton

Proposed Researc h In Physical Oceanograp hy: 0. S. Lee

Biological Oceanography : Dr. E. H. Barh am

Othe r Proposed Physical Measur ements : K. V. Mackenzie

r Introduction and Conclu sions : IL L. Waldie and K. V. Mackenzie

This paper should not be constru ed as a formal rep ort . It i~ hoped

that the information provided here will be useful and pertinent in the present

pluming stage of the program . The pro gram described here La intended to -
,

complement, not replace, the NEL bathyecaph program .

ACOUSTIC RESE ARCH PROGRAM

Introducti on

An acoust ic research program for the USS DOLPHIN (.AGSS-555)

baa been adequatel y outl ined in sectIon 8 of refere nce 1. Our purpose here

is to expand this outl ine somewhat by Indicating in more detail the importance

2 CONF IDENTIAL
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of a few specific experiments. We shall confine the discussion hen, to
~

experiment, for which the 1185 DOLPHIN is particularly suited, I. e.,

experiment, which caunot be done as well by other techni ques prese ntly
- available. -

~

Aco~~tjc Fields for Deep Sources

In order to assess the sonar capability of deep diving vehicles , it is

necessary to study the dependence of propagation toss on source depth.

Theor etical work has progres sed sat isfactorily and is described In reference 2

but experimental work has lagged due to the Inability to accumulate data at

an adequate rate. Experimental work in the past has consisted of lowering

or towing from surface ships. Work with lowered sources has been confined

to a very limited sampling Of the acoustic field at discr ete ranges. Work

with towed source s suffer s from the difficulty of control ling the depth and

the orientat ion of sources.

There are several pertinent experiments for which the 118$ DOLPHIN

~ J ts well adapted. The firat consists of transmitting pulsed CW from the

USS DOLPHIN and receiving on hydrophones suspended at various depths from

a surface ship . The USS DOLPHIN would close range (on the receiving ship)

at a fixed depth of interest. Thie type of run would then be condu cted repeatedly

- - for as many sour ce d.pths as deat red . With a suitable pulse repotition rate

3 CONFIDENTIAL 
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and closing speed, pr actica lly continuous coverag e in range could be

achieved. For example, at a speed of 5 knots and a rate of 8 pulses per

mInute , data points could be obtained every 21 yards over a range interval

- 
of as long as 80 miles in a single run .

A modifi ed procedure I. for the 1158 DOLPHIN to change depth fat!~~
rapidly while closing range slowly. This pro cedure permits a rapid probing

of the depth structure of the acoustic field over a rather limited range Interval.

Th. experimental data for such a test are not too meaningful alone, since

range and depth are varying simultaneously. However, such exper imental

data may be uaed to verif y theoretic al computat ion in the form of propagation

loss contours in the range-d epth plane. 2 
-

The Gertrud e Alpha transducer aperating at 3 kc appears satisfactory 

for the experiment. ju st discussed. It would be advantageous to have lower

frequency sources aboard the USS DOLPHIN but size and weight limitations

seem to preclud e adequate source levels . This drawback can be overcome

4) 

by rever~~~g~ he roles of the 118$ DOLPHIN and the surface ship in the

experiments just discussed. The USS DOLPHIN can receive on a calibrated

- hydrophone and record on magnetic tape, while changing range or depth

at a speed compatible with aufliclentl y low noise levels. The surface ship

can cyclically transm it pulses at a variety of frequencies from source s at

4 CONFIDENTIAL
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at selected depths. In this manner one may examine the receiver d.pth.

source depth , and range structure as a function of frequency without the

necessity of huge low-frequency sources aboard the USS DOLPHIN.

Advantages of having source and receiver at both the USS DOLPHIN

and surface ship will be discussed later under echo s ranging test ..

k There has been recent Interest in the acoustic field for source

depth. between the bottcm.lbntts4_deptk and the ocean bottom . The 1158 DOLPH IN 

cannot investigate thi s region in low latitudes such as off the California Coast

where bottom-limiting occurs at about 10, 000 feet . However , such conditions

can be investigated by the USS DOLPHIN at higher latitude s during the

winter months where surface sound velocities are low.

A somewhat more specialized but related set of experIments

Involves transmission at or near the axis of minimum velocity (SOFAR

cha iii~el propagation). We are Interested in experimen ta lly checking the
:4

adequacy (or Inadequacy) of ray theory in this situation and also the

- - app licability of normal mod. th.ory. This axial type of propagation has also been

utlliz d In the past by both NEL and USL to measure attenua tion or absorption

ci sound. This former work has been limited because of inad.quate sampling

In ran g..

S CONFIDENTIAL
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Echo Ranging Test*

:1 Lst us first call attention to the desirability of having a source and

r•ceiver at the target ship in controlled echo-ranging experiments. This

has been a standard procedure in early Lorad tests. The transmission from

t the target source (a uaed at the echo- rang ing ship to determine bearin g and

- whether propagation b a a  will permit active detection . The rece iver aboa rd

the target measures propagation loss at the echo-rang ing frequency, which (a

necessary In calculat ing target strength .. Thus in an experim ent of this

type we not only determ ine the echo- rang ing capability of a system but alao

we obtain meaaurement~ of propagation loss at two frequencies and target

strength at one frequency. These addit ional measurements are extrem ely

useful in pointing up discrepancies or explaining why echo-rang ing performances

are good or poor . Another advantage of two-way transmission is that fairly

4 accurate ranges may be obtained by the method discussed on page 6 of
- I reference 3. This is a fairl y simple backup procedure In case ranges

cannot be obtained due to failure or unavailability of clocked pulse. or the

. acoustic transponder. This procedur e applies for both propagation loss

tests and echo.ranging tests.

Two types of echo-ranging tests can be considered - those for

which the 1155 DOLPHIN I. the source and those for which it is a target .

1 6 CONF IDENTIAL
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Basic experiments with the 115$ DOLPHIN as a sourc e are of somewhat

limited In tere st because of the high frequency involved. In additi on to items

discussed in section 8 of reference 1, we might m ention the determination

of target streng th of “belly-aspect” subma r ines. Sortie investigator, have

reported unusually high target streng ths for submarines when “viewed” from

below. This would be a simple task for the USS DOLPHIN to determine

with her active system.

Basic experim ent s with the USS DOLPHIN as a target are of somewhat

more lntereet. In add ition to testin g the ability of concealment by Sea

I canyons or sea mounts as suggested in section 8 of refer ence 1, we ar e

~~

- j~ interested in the capabilities of the AN/SQS-26 or Lorad gonars in detecting

deep submarine , in the open unobstructed ocean. We are also Intere sted

in the accurate localization of the target in terms of range, bearing, and
:~~ depth. Localization requirements for a long-range, fire~control sonar are

quite stringent. Work has been done with the Lorad system on the range and

and bearing accuracy for near -surface targets. The additi on of a depth
- 

- variable complicates the problem considerably and an early experimental

start on the problem ie In order. One of the difficulties to be worked out is

the position control against which the sonar is to be checked, I. e., how

- will the exact position ci the target either absolute or relative to the source

be determined.
- CONFIDENTIAL
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Reverberation Measurements

Because of equipment re~trictiona , reverberation measurement s

aboard the USS DOLPHIN will be confined to ranges generally less than

5kyd. The most Important measurements will be reve rberation from the

1. - scattering layers. Past measurement s with vertical beams have looked

through the scattering layers . With a horizontal beam aboard the 1155 DOLPHIN

one can look along the layers. An appropriate experimental procedure would

be to change depth slowly and att empt to corre lat e changes in reverberation

level with visual observations and biological sampling measurements. Mi

alternative procedure would be to change range , while holding a constant

depth, to determine variability and whether the reverberation is discrete

or uniform .

A deep diving vessel, with a narrow beam sonar, which can be

tr ained and tilted , could be used to make a more detailed stud y of surface

~ 
j reflection and surface reve rber at ion. There are several sonar systems

under consideration which look upward at the surface. Thua such measurements

would have general importance as well as determining the effectiveness

of the USS DOLPHIN against surface targets.

B CONFIDENTIAL
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SEA-FLOOR STUDIES RESEARCH PROGRAM

Physical Measurements

Any deep submersible intended for research involving the sea floor

should have the following advantages over work done from the surf ace:

(1) direct viewing of the water-sediment Interface, (2) sampling and making

measurements with respect to what one is able to see rather than blindly,

- and (3) doIng away with the need for long electrical and supporting cables,

and permitt ing the use of more involved experimental equipment . With

these factors in mind , it is essential that any submersible designed for

research involving the sea floor have a port , or port s, together with proper

lighting, to view the sea floor from within the submersible and to take

photographs when desired. Gloaed-circuit television i~ a poor substitute

for such direct viewing. Secondly, the means to raiseand lower equipment

outside the hull, and to take selective samples of the sea floor sediments,

J rocke and minerals are necessary.

1. Aa far as design parameters are concerned (for marine geology),

the raising and lowering winch should be capable of lifting approximately

300 pounds. The view port should obeerve the area of the bottom below

the winch, and two shielded 4-conductor lead~throughs should be provi ded

for outside Instrum entation.

9 CON rIDENTIAL
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2. Devices to measure the sediment. sound speed and attenuation,

‘1 temperature, strength, density , etc., will be In the form of probes and

small packages of various shapes. These devices can be attached to the

winch lin e either prior to going to sea or at the surface at the point of dive;

such attachment is probably most feasibly done b,r SCUBA divers. If

attachment is done at the dock, the divers could secure the device from

swinging by a quick -release bracket secured to the hull, which could be

released by divers , pri or to the dive . It is, of course, impossible at the

present time to forecast the exact dimensions of such devices; however , from

experienc e with similar devices used with the bathy scap h TR IESTE , the

following shapes and sizes (and other requirements) would be probable:

(a) High-power-short-pulse acoustic-reflection device: size

approx imately 1 x I x 3 feet; weight less than 200 pounds; brackets

or bolt s needed for securing to hull; transducers could be actuated

by batteries if desirable.

A! (b) Sound velocity and attenuation, density, thermal properties:

these properties would require devices In the form of single or

multip le probes. If single, a probe 3 to 6 feet In length and one to

four Inches in diameter are probably outside size limits; if multiple.

probes 3 to 6 feet long th ’ough a rack 3 to 6 feet in length; approximate

weights less than 300 pounds .

10 CONFIDENTIAL
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(c) Shear-strength measurem ents: a device approximately

2 cubic feet In volume; to be attached to the winch line.

(d) A remote-control arm would be useful , but in view of the

probable lack of maneuverability of the craft J ust above the bott n

is less a requirement than the winch and view port .

Measurement. Supplemented by Visual Observation

Contingent on the ability to see the sea floor and to take samples

and measurements (as above), then the following program in marine geology

A 
- 

could be Implemented by the use of the proposed submersible.

1. Topograp hy of the sea floor

Many features of sea-floor relief are too small to be

properly delineated by an echo sounder, and too big to be

photographed from lowered cameras from the surface. Many

of these features are of importance to the Navy in bottom-bounce

- 

~
- sonar studiee and tn-ettu investigation s when placing equipment

- ~ J on the sea floor. Examples are: gullies and channels and other

-

. 

- medium-scale relief , topographic detail of the upper part of the

continental 0b ps (where a deep ..runnlng submar ine would first

• encounter the sea floor in approaching the continental shelf),

topographic detail of seamou nts where it might be desirabl . to

place equipment , and relief of the continental shelve. in general.

11 CONFIDENTIAL
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2. Sedlmn entary procesaea

Information on the transportation, accumulation, thickness

~ I 
and distr ibution of sediments on the sea floor is important to the

Navy’s programs In underwater acoustics to placing of bottomed

weapons and equipment on the sea floor , and to mapping of the

sea floor. Examples of studies are: factors influencing the
- stability of siopee In regard to slumping, or other failures ,

the mass movements of sedixn enta down gullies and canyons, the

j  
influence of deep currents on the bottom, and the relationships

between sedimentary processes arid topography.

3. Mass phystcai proper ties of sedim ent s

Provide information on the mass physical properties of

sediments, espeètally those import ant in the transmission of

sound such as the speed and attenuation of sound, density, poro sity,

r i  and those Important In the studies of the bearIng capacity and slope

J / 
stabilities of sea floor sediments. Examples of such projects

I are: probes inserted into the sea floor to measure the speed

and attenuation of sound, the density and thermal pr operties

• of sediment.; shea r testing in situ_by using the vane-shear techni que

(a small vane inserted into the sediments and torque applied to

I cause the sediment s to fail In shear). The means to ta ke selective

- 12 CONFIDENTIAL
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samp les of the sea floor are necessary in this type of program

(such as with a remotel y-controlled arm).

4. AcoustIc -re flection studie s of the upper layers of sediment s

Provide information on (a) the thicknesses of sediments

over acoustic reflection boundaries within the sea floor; (b) the

shape of the sediment and ~ock layer. , and; (c) the acoustic

pr operties of the layer .. This information I. Important In bottom-

bounce sonar stud ies, and In site Investi gations when it is desirable

to place equipment on the sea floor. Example of thi s type of work :

use of a high-power short -pulse equipment such as the Marine

Sonoprobe now in operation at the Navy Electronics Laboratory

from both the TRIESTE (planned), and from surface ship In

shallow water. Much greater detail i. possible if the device

is operated from a eubmerslble running just above the sea

floor.

~ 1 PROPOSED RESEARCH IN PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY

In physical oceanog raph y two categories of research program s

I . are proposed. These categories are determined by the method s of sampling

— which in tu rn determines the method s that must be used to analyze the
~~

data .

1. Continuous Time Series Observations of Physical Par ameters at Fixed

-
~~ 

- - Points in Space near 4000 Feet

13 CONFIDENTIAL
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The objective of th is type of experiment is to determine (a) the

variance spectrum of fluctuation of physical param eters and (b) coherence

of fluctuations in these physical parameters over space.

a. Time series observations of fluctuat ion of temperature near

-H the bottom.

Observations of temperature are required at a minimum of

six levels within 30 to 300 feet of the bottom at four thousand

feet depth. Continuous observations for the duration of the maximum

length of thus that this vessel can stay on the bottom at greatest
.1

diving depth are required.

The temperature t ransducers will have various spacinga in

the vertical direction for different experiments. The temperature

transducers and the conductors can be constructed with positive

buoyancy so that the unit will rise toward the surface as it is

payed out from the wet winch.

J Six temperature transducers located at the bow aul stern

of the submarine are required for the study of coherence of

fluctuation over space. Both sets of t ransducers can be operated

fr om the same winch by using a series of sheaves as pivot point.

for the cable leading from the bow to the eteru .

- :  - :~ Recording of the output from each of the thermi stors will be

made Inside the hull. The transd ucers located on the outside

14 CONFIDENTIAL
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- 
of the hull weigh approximately 10 pounds In water and occupy

about 1 cubi c foot. The winch occupies about 1 cubIc foot and

weigh, approximately 150 pounds in water. Inside the hull about

2 cubIc feet of air space is required for recorders which weigh about

100 pounds. Power required I. about 500 watts. Twelve leads

throug h hull are required.
~
‘

Methods of anal ysis are presently avai lable to stud y the variance

spectrum of temperature fluctuation from these data and to study

the coherence of temp erature fluctuations . Seria l observati ons

- over depth permit study of variance spectra by mode of

oscillation.

b. Study of time ser ee observation s of temperature within the

sediment

P Observation of temperature in the sediment are to be made

at one to six different levelS, depending on th . type of sediment .

Continous observations for as long a period of time as possible

~ 1 are desirable since serial observations In the vertical are required

at only one location , the tr ansducers can be located directly under

- 
the wet winch. A suitabl e method of driving th. temperature transducers

- into the sediment can be devised by using dead weight or a mechanica l

~~ 
vibrator with much less dead weight .

I 15 CONFIDENTIAL
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Provided that each observation period can be as long as 24 hours,

the time series observations will permit the computation of the

spectra of temper ature fluctuation within the sediment for compariBon

with spectra of temper ature flu ctuation within the water mass. The

data from serial observations in the vertical will permit the

computation of heat exchange between sediment and water.

The equipment outside the hull will occupy about 1 cubic foot

and weigh approximatel y 100 pound s. The equipment inside the hull

will weigh approximately 75 pounds and occupy 2 cubic feet . 100 watt s

of power are requir ed.

c. Investigation into continuous observations of salinity near

the bottom at 4000 feet

Salinomaters (devices for measurin g salintiy other than by

titration) have been developed for laborat ory use, but none has been

developed to accurat ely measure salinity In situ from a surface vessel.

~ J Presently a salinotneter ie under development for use in the

bathyscaph TRIESTE. If this equipment i~ successful , a similar

model can be constructed for the AGSS-555. The sallnometer could

be used to produc e continuous prof iles of salinity while diving and

time series observations of salinity at fixed point s while at rest on

‘1 the bottom.
- 

16 CONFIDENTIAL
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For studies of spectra and coherenc e of salinity fluctuation ,

two saltuometers with sea element s located on the bow and stern

J are required. Spectra of these data can be compared with the

spectra of temper ature fluctuation . Accordin g to theory, these

two spectra are related but this has not been verified by dir ect

observation especially in deep water.

Inside the hull recording equipment will occupy 2 cubi c feet

and weigh approximately 50 pounds. Twelve electrical leads through

the hull and 200 watts of power are requ ir ed.

d. Time eerie , of measurements of curre nts near the bottom

Ripples on the bottom show that currents exist at great depth,

but littl e is known about them. Time series measurement of currents

while the vessel rest s on the bottom for periods is r.qui r.d for an

adequate study of the phenomenon. Computa ion of coherence of

fluctuation over space requir e. that observations be made at three
- 

j  

or more levels to stud y the velocity prof ile near th. bottom . Such

data are of interest in th. stud y of ori gin of t.mp.ratur. fluctuati on

• near diffe r ent types of bottom topography such as submarine canyon.,

seamounts, etc .

A minimum of three current meters are required. Mounting

of the Current meter s outside the hull will vary depending on whether

17 CONFIDENTIAL
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the study is concerned with horizontal changes or vertical changes.

For studies of hor izontal changes, one current meter located at the

bow, stern , and midship 1. needed. Investigat ion of vertical changes

can be accomplished by using buoyed members extended from the

wet winch. 
-

Equipment out iide the hull will occupy approximately 1 cubic

foot and weigh about 80 pound.. Equipment Inside will occupy 2 cubi c

feet and weigh approxi mately 75 pounds. Sixteen electrical leads

through the hull are required. Power requirement 1. 100 watts.

Fluctuation in sound velocity as measured by sound veloctmetere

can be used In conjunction with these measurements and others

Involving time series measurement.

Space and weight requirements inside and outside the hull

are doubled and the number of hull penetrations for leads is increased

by eight.

2. Sampling of the Ocean Envi ronment at _Different Pointa and at Different

Time,

A different type of analysis is required for thi s type of study

and the investigation Is to be emphas ized at depths ranging from about

3700 to 4000 feet .

18 CONFIDENTIAL
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a. Study of physica l and chemical properties of the vertical water

column while diving and ascending.

~ I Measurements Include continuous recording of temperature,

- 
- 
. salinity and turbidity.

I-’ . 
The temperature measurements requ ire two electrical leads

through the hull at the bow of the vessel and 300 watts of electrical

- power. The apace and weight occupied on the outside of the hull of

these experiments are lea. than ten pounds and less than a quarter of

a cubic foot.

- - - 
For salinity experiments, six electrical leads through the hull

are required with less than a hundr ed pounds of weight and one cubic
- foot outside the hull. Inside , 100 pounds weight and two cubic feet

are required .

Six electrical leads throug h the hull are required for turbidity

- - -. 
experiments. * Requirement s outside the hull are one hundred pounds

-

~ J and on. cubic foot. Inside, the equipment weigh. one hundred pound.

~~ 1 
and occupies two cubic feet.

- 
- 

b. Studies of the variation of salinity and oxygen Within a small grid .

* All leads to transducers should be designed for 18 gage wire. Power

4 
- lines to the wet winch will probably require a large r size.

19 CONFIDENTIAL
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Very 1i~ lø variation Is expected but this has not been verified.

£ Sampling within the small grid while underway requires the installation

of a water tap by penetrating the hull. There are no requirem ent.

for space and weight on the outsId e of the hull , but about 8 cubic

feet and 500 pounds of weight are required inside the hull .

BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY

Carry ing out biological oceanograp hic Investigation, from any deep

submersible vehicle will usuall y involve two basic operations : (1) observation

of the environment and (2) sampling of the envIr onment .

Possible methods of implementing these two objective s are diecussed

below.

Observation -

The various methods In order of desirability are :

- ‘ 1. Direct observation throug h a viewing port . This can be accomplish ed -

by insert ing plastic cones similar in nature to that used on the bathyscap h

TRIE STE into the skin of the hull . A mechanical eyelid could be developed

to protect the port against accidenta l damage The locat ion of such a port

should be In an area where the passage of the vessel through the water has had

the least opportunity to disrupt the environm ent . It should also be associated

with the sampling devices so that their operation can be monitored.

20 CONFIDENTIAL
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2. Direct observati on through a lens system. This would involve

a smaller aperture in the hull of the submarine , and may be just a. effective

as a viewing port. Suck system. might also be used to cover blind spots sad,

- - 
In conjunctIon with magnifying systems, used for close Inspection of the sea

floor .

3. Ind irect observat ion by means of underwater television cameras.

Regardless of picture quality (and thi s is not only a function of the instrumental

• limitation. , but ii related to clarity of the water) UWTV is never as satisfactory

for observations as the human eye. - Further , øpeaation of present commercial

closed circuit TV In the underwater environment for long periods of tim•

involves a good deal of maintenance. Theref ore , this method would be

lass desirab le than the two previo usly discussed techniques . UWTV could
- 

-

~ however be a valuable addition to these other observational methods.

4. Indirect observation by still and motion cameras. This is a highly

desirable supplement to the direct methods but cannot substitute for them .
- 

- -j I Regardless of the mode of observation , pr oper illumination ii highly

necessary for ad.quate results. This involves not only intensity of light,

. but the orientation of the light beam In relation to the viewing axis as well

since some organisms are more readily observed when using side or back

lighting. This may Involve placing lights at the ends of booms. To minimise

• avoidance behavior by large active organisms, use of light of various wave

lengths, particularly In the red region, should be considered .

21 CONFIDENTIAL
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Depending on the nature of the problem , various types of technique.

are necessary . For example, in some cases, discreet, rapidly obtained

~ I 
volumes of water must be taken In series either on command or at predetermined —

times and depths. Such samples are necessary for filtration of particulate

matter which may affect the transmission of light or sound, or for conventional

chemica l ~-“aIyaI s. In most cases, one-liter sample. should be adequate.

for some of the newer biochemical techniques, as much as 50 liters may be

necessary.

Another method that must be considered is that of handling relatively

small filtered sample. of a minimum of 5 liters. At the present various

kinds of devices such as the Michele plankton sampler have been under

development at NEL which if perfected could readil y serve this purpose.

Water drawn from the submarine’s cooling system or a through-hull tap’s

may be adequate for some purposes.

In other cases filtration In-situ of a relatively large volume of water

is necessary to trap small nektonic form, and the larger types of zocplanktcn.

This Involves nets of various dImena~ons and ideally some sort of a

selective sampling device associated with it. A modified cod-end sampli ng 

* Dr. B. C. Lafond collected plankton sample. from the USS SKATE

(SB (N) 578) on her under -ice polar crossing by this method.
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device5 is under conside rati on at the present time to serve thi s function for

- t the TRIESTE progr am.

A further need for which ther e is no present solution, is the

desirability of captur ing large , rap idly swimming animals with relatively

small nets. Variou s possibilities here might be the use of “lures ” such as

light , of various wave lengths or sound signal. followed by the detonation of a

small explosive in fr ont of a net which might then capture the stunned or

- 
dead anim als.

Sampling of b.nthtc populations can be done by a series of bottom

q - grab , of the Shipek type. further Instrumentation for this purpose can be

coordinated with the sea-floo r stud y program.

WhIle ft is Impos.i~~e to specify the exact piece of collecting

4 equipment that may be used. In all probability it will involve solenoid

activated valves, gate. or articulated parts. Therefore proviaias for at

least fow electrical leads through th. hull should be anticipated. The gear

-

~ J for sampling pelagic organisms can be relatively light, weighing perhaps

no more then 25 pound. In air , bolting ring s or threaded studs should be

pr ovid.d at appropriate attachment points. Allowances for 3 cubic
- - - feet of lnteiaal spac. and 200 pounds of weight should be coseld.red to

be ad.qua t.. 
- •
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P~v~Iv~pleg of Problems

1. The kinds of organisms respons ible for sound scattering are now

being studied at NEL. -It should be possible to map their populations over
- 

large areas of the ocean . Thi s would involve coordi nation between a surface

t I vessel and the 1183 DOLPHIN. The extent , nature and depths of scattedng

would be recorded from the surface while the organism s are being identified

- 

and population densities estimated from the submarine. It is anticipated

that high reøolution sonar techniques wonid allow computation s of target

strength of the organisms to be made from the subma rine. Enough data

- - should be gathered so that a statistical treatment will permit predictions

as to the Intensi ty, frequency dependence , and seasonal variation of

scattering throughout the critical aroas of the oceans .0

2. Use of the submarine as a platform for a passive , highly

directional listening device which would allow the tracking and identification

of noise producers .
- - 3. Characterization of large areas of the sea floo r In ter m s of

~
- types and numbers of benthic organism s which may affect bottom sound

reflection .. Coincidental to this, the investigation of the fauna of

continental slopes may result in extremel y valuable data perta ining to

evolutionary theories of inverteb rat e life. Because of the difficulty of

*Other studies of the deep scattering layer (DSL) were proposed Lu the

preced ing section under “Acoustic Research Program. ”
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~ I 
sampling this area by conventional trawls, it is the least known of the

relatively shallow m&ri~e o~rw1ronments.

4. Planting radioactive material In a known location. R epeated

visitations of the area and mapping of spread of material through the

ecological community and environment.
- - 

The above problems are merely outlined briefl y to indicate the

nature and scope of investigations which could be carried out . In general
- 

i -

the obvious advantage, of the 115$ DOLPHIN over a deep submersible of

; J - the TRIESTE design is the ability of the former to make long tim e and/or

distance series of observations in relative comfort , and at a lower

- cost/observation ratio. Ideally pr ogram pla mlng should diii.. these

- 

advantages to the fullest .

OTHER PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

- The USS DOLPHIN is suitable for other measureme nts of physical

pr operties, such as the variations of gravity, magnetic field, radioactivity,
I electromagnetic phenomena, etc. • in several diverse areas. The possibility

exists that physical or chemical pr operties not mentioned will become of
1 consid erable practical or theor etical Interest. The equipments involved

- 
in such measur ements need not be large, but some weight , volume, and power

~ 1 must be left available for future measuring equipments. An adequat. number

25 CONFIDENTIAL
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of electrical lead-t hroughs in penetr ators and arr angement s for bolting

of equipments must be allowed for futu re flexibility.

CONCLUSIONS

It is to be emphasized that certain portions of the Sonar Suit

outlined in referenc e 1 will be essential for the safety of the submarine

- 

- 
during work In eithe r acoustic or oceanographic research. We believe

that the bare minimum of the Sonar Suit that must be retained during

oceanographic work is as follows:

AN/BQR .-ZB/AN/BQS.- 8 Passive end Active High Resolution Sonar
combination

ANI UQC-l underwater communication, Including a Gertrude Alpha
transducer to operate at 3 kc as well as two of the UQC-l type

- j AN/UQN-l depth sounder

High-resolution depth sounder

The high-resolution sonar is required for the safety of the vessEl

when Operat ing nea r the bottam; the depth sounders are needed for

oceanographi c work; the passive sonar and some form of underwater

communication to surface vessels are needed for the safety of the vessel .

The minimum Sonar Suit will obviously have to be taken into consid eration

j  
J . 

in the final design. This Laboratory does not at present have avaUable weight

figures for such a minimum sonar suit.
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The 12 tons of payload given in Appendix A of reference it s  in

addition to the minimum sona r suit and this 12 tons Is for other acoustic
- 

and oceanographic research equipm ents. It should be noted that trim and

balance are important and that the location of equipments of specified

weight may require compensatory weight adjustments elsewhere. An

‘• 1 - early decision on equipments to go aboard either permanently or for

temporary mounting needs to be evaluated in the overall design stage.

Some changes or addition s to the 115$ DOLPHIN (AGSS~555) design

are required for thi s pr oposed research program . These include two or

more viewing ports and a relatively large number of electri cal leads

penetrating the pre ssure hull .
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